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We report here on the ﬁrst observational evidence of Al and Fe in the exosphere of Mercury, based on 
measurements of resolved emission lines of these metals with Keck-1/HIRES. Al emission was observed 
on two separate runs, in 2008 and 2013, with tangent column densities of 3.1 ±1.0 and 4.0 ±1.5 × 10 7 Al 
atoms cm −2 at altitudes of 1185 and 1870 km (1.5 and 1.75 R M ). The Al radiative intensity was seen to 
increase where the slit crossed the planetary penumbral shadow, and then decrease monotonically with 
altitude. Fe emission has been observed once, in 2009, indicating an extended source. We also present 
observed 3- σ Ca + upper limits near Mercury’s equatorial anti-solar limb, from which an abundance limit 
of 4.0 × 10 6 cm −2 at 1650 km altitude is derived for the Ca ion. 
A simple model for zenith column abundances of the neutral species yields 1.9 −5.2 × 10 7 Al cm −2 , and 
8.2 × 10 8 Fe cm −2 . The observations appear to be consistent with production of these species by impact 
vaporization, with a large fraction of the Al ejecta in molecular form, and that for Fe in mixed atomic and 
molecular forms. The scale height of the Al gas is consistent with a kinetic temperature of 610 0–80 0 0 K. 
The apparent high temperature and low density of the Al gas would suggest that it may be produced by 
dissociation of molecules. 
© 2016 Published by Elsevier Inc. 
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0. Introduction 
Mercury’s tenuous exosphere is known to contain 7 atomic
pecies and 1 ion through spectroscopic observations from the
round and spacecraft: H, and He with Mariner 10 ( Broadfoot et al.,
976 ); Na, K, and Ca with ground-based telescopes ( Potter and
organ, 1985, 1986; Bida et al., 20 0 0 ); and most recently Mg,
nd Ca + ( Vervack et al., 2010 ) and Mn ( Vervack et al., 2016 ) with
ESSENGER. An upper limit reported for O by Mariner 10 was
ot conﬁrmed by MESSENGER. Extensive observations of the ele-
ents Na ( Cassidy et al., 2015 ), Ca ( Burger et al., 2012, 2014 ) and
g ( Sarantos et al., 2011 ) have been published from MESSENGER
bservations. A combination of processes release these elements
rom compounds in the regolith, including photon-stimulated
nd thermal desorption, ion-sputtering, and impact vaporization
rom micrometeoroids with secondary photolysis or dissociation of
olecules. The more volatile species, Na, appears to be ejected by
hoton-stimulated desorption with additional but smaller contri-
utions from impact vaporization and ion-sputter ( Cassidy et al.,
015 ). The more refractive element, Ca, is probably ejected almost
xclusively by impact vaporization (e.g. Killen and Hahn, 2015 ). Mg∗ Corresponding author. Fax: 928 774 6296. 
E-mail addresses: tbida@lowell.edu (T.A. Bida), rosemary.killen@nasa.gov 
(R.M. Killen). 
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 ay be intermediate between the former two species. Upper limits
or Al and Fe were given in Doressoundiram et al. (2009) based on
bservations at the European Southern Observatory New Technol-
gy Telescope, La Silla, Chile. In addition, initial ground-based ob-
ervations for Al and Fe were presented in conference proceedings
 Bida and Killen, 2011 ), and initial observations by the MESSEN-
ER MASCS spectrometer were presented for Al by Vervack et al.
2015) . 
In this paper, we present the ﬁrst oﬃcial detections of two ad-
itional important species, Al and Fe, that will be key in diagnos-
ng source processes for the exosphere, and strict upper limits for
a + that help to clarify the MESSENGER measurements of that ion.
n the following sections, we discuss our observations, abundance
nalyses, and models that indicate which source processes may
ominate for these species. 
. Observations and analysis 
.1. Observations and analysis of aluminum in Mercury’s exosphere 
We present observational evidence for Al based on two separate
easurements of signiﬁcant resonant emission line features of AlI
esonant-ﬂuorescent scattered emission ( Chamberlain and Hunten,
987 , Section 6.2) at 3961.52 A˚. The observations were made
ith the High Resolution Echelle Spectrograph (HIRES) in its redminor species Al and Fe in Mercury’s exosphere, Icarus (2016), 
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Table 1 
Observational parameters for Al. 
UT Date 14 May 2008 8 June 2013 
Angular diameter; illumination 8 .1 ′′ ; 37% 7 .45 ′′ ; 47% 
Sun-target-observer angle 106 ° 94 °
True anomaly angle 103 ° 117 °
Filename; exposure time hires0 027; 90 0 s hires0 039; 60 0 s 
Wavelength 3961.520 A˚ 3961.520 A˚ 
Heliocentric distance R orb 0.389 AU 0.409 AU 
Heliocentric radial velocity 9.69 km s −1 7.24 km s −1 
Shifted line wavelength 3961.05 A˚ 3961.09 A˚ 
Line g-value 0.671 photons 
atom −1 s −1 
0.589 photons 
atom −1 s −1 
K1 + HIRES eﬃciency 0 .065 0 .059 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Slit position for Al for the 14 May 2008 HIRES Al spectrum described 
in the text; the rectangle indicates the dispersed slit location at 3961 A˚, with slit 
locations relative to the spatial center labeled in arcsec from center. Mercury’s el- 
evation angle was 9.92 °, and Mercury trailed the sun, which had already set; the 
north pole is to the left. The slit therefore sampled the exosphere in the anti-solar 
southern hemisphere. (b) Slit position for AlI 3961 A˚ on 8 June 2013, sampling the 
exosphere in the anti-solar northern hemisphere. The HIRES guider and acquisition 
camera was upgraded between these two observations, hence the change of scale. 
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t  cross-disperser conﬁguration ( Vogt et al., 1994 ) at the W. M. Keck
1 telescope on 14 May 2008 and 8 June 2013 UT, with the observa-
tional and instrument parameters listed in Table 1 , and the follow-
ing observing methodology. The HIRES echelle and cross-disperser
grating positions are adjusted to image orders 45–96 on the
3-detector CCD mosaic, covering 370 0–80 0 0 A˚ without gaps. The
7 ×0.86 arcsec slit decker is utilized, yielding a measured spectral
resolution of 53,500, with a resolved Gaussian line width of 0.074 A˚
for Th-Ar comparison source lines in order 90 centered at 3960 A˚.
The spectral dispersion is 0.017 A˚ pixel −1 at AlI 3961.52 A˚, so an un-
broadened spectral line is 4.3 pixels FWHM at this resolution. The
CCD’s are binned 3 pixels in the spatial axis, to 0.36 arcsec pixel −1 .
Internal quartz halogen ﬂatﬁeld and ThAr comparison spectra are
taken every evening after ﬁnal grating adjustments. 
On-sky, the Keck-1 lower dome shutter is raised to its upper
limit to minimize telescope vignetting at low target elevations. Fo-
cus on-target is accomplished with telescope focus loops on a 6th-
magnitude star acquired on the HIRES guider camera at the target’s
starting low-elevation before sunset, and the required sky calibra-
tion spectra are obtained in parallel. Slit orientation is set paral-
lel or perpendicular to Mercury’s polar axis with the HIRES im-
age rotator, and stable, closed-loop guiding is accomplished on the
planet with a 12 arcsec box size. The HIRES guider camera with
its bluest ﬁlter has an effective response band center at 5100 A˚,
and correction for changes in differential dispersion between this
effective guider wavelength and the target species wavelength is
crucial, which we achieve with custom software that continuously
sends pointing offsets to Keck-1 as the airmass increases during
exposures. The system eﬃciency is measured with a spectropho-
tometric standard star at least once during any observing run, and
afterwards used to calibrate the measured radiance from the target
species. 
The position of Mercury at AlI 3961 A˚ relative to the HIRES slit
for observations on 14 May 2008 and 8 June 2013 are shown in
the acquisition guider images in contour form in Fig. 1 a and b,
respectively. The HIRES image rotator oriented the slit parallel to
Mercury’s rotational axis and telescope pointing sampled the ex-
osphere in the anti-solar southern (14 May 2008) and northern
(8 June 2013) hemispheres. Both pointings also strategically placed
the slit such that it exposed the fully solar-illuminated exosphere,
then crossed the planetary penumbral shadow line, and terminated
near the anti-solar limb. Image quality at high airmass was very
good in these datasets, with the measured seeing 1.1 arcsec at 20 °
elevation, which is estimated to have degraded to 1.8 arcsec by the
end of the long target exposures. 
All of the target species for this study, including Al, Ca + , and
Fe, are contained in 3 of the 23 echelle orders imaged in the blue
CCD of the 3-detector mosaic. Target spectral image sets are re-
duced to extracted spectra by applying the following procedures.
First, all calibration and target images are corrected row-by-row for
bias levels with subtraction of a low-order polynomial ﬁt to over-Please cite this article as: T.A. Bida, R.M. Killen, Observations of the 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 can columns, and then edge-trimmed for subsequent processing.
he central spatial location of each tilted, dispersed order on the
CD is determined by imaging the HIRES D5 decker pinhole illu-
inated with the internal quartz ﬂatﬁeld lamp, ﬁnding the cen-
er of the slit vs. column with a 1-d gaussian ﬁt, and producing a
race of the order with a 3rd-order polynomial ﬁt. Next, the CCD
ixel sensitivity table is constructed by stacking 10-image sets of
uartz-illuminated ﬂatﬁeld exposures taken with the 7 ×0.86 arc-
ec decker slit in place. The complete set of ﬂatﬁeld orders are
xtracted without interpolation utilizing the order trace func-
ions, and normalized to ﬁtted order blaze functions to constructminor species Al and Fe in Mercury’s exosphere, Icarus (2016), 
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Fig. 2. (a) Extracted and calibrated HIRES AlI-3961 spectrum from 14 May 2008 
at 3780 km from planet center (1355 km altitude), −0.18 arcsec from the center of 
the slit. The spectral trace is plotted with a solid blue line with circles marking 
the intensity vs. wavelength data, and over-plotted with the 2-component back- 
ground model spectrum in green. The lower black line is the sky-subtracted re- 
sult, offset from zero for clarity, with the expected Doppler-shifted center of AlI at 
3961.05 A˚ indicated by the vertical blue line marked Al-3(M)(M for Mercury, E for 
earth). (b) Calibrated HIRES AlI 3961 A˚ spectrum from 8 June 2013 at 4525 km ra- 
dius (20 0 0 km altitude), −1.98 arcsec from slit center. The Doppler-shifted line po- 
sition was 3961.1 A˚, and the sky-subtracted result is offset for clarity. (For interpre- 
tation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.) 
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s  he sensitivity table. The target and sky background spectral expo-
ures are then identically extracted and corrected by division of the
atﬁeld table without interpolation to preserve the pixel-to-pixel
ariation in sensitivity. Any cosmic ray hit pixels within the reduc-
ion bandpass of the emission line in question are then identiﬁed
nd corrected by median ﬁltering with a 3 ×3 pixel box size. The
ignal-to-noise ratio of the stacked ﬂatﬁeld image in the vicinity
f the target species emission lines is approximately 94/1, yielding
 photometric precision in ﬂatﬁeld correction of 1.06%. The com-
ounded Poisson noise in reduced spectra also includes a small
ontribution from the detector read noise (2.8 e- for the HIRES
lue CCD). Internal spectrograph focus and wavelength calibration
re determined with the ThAr exposures taken at the beginning
f each night, and a full set of wavelength calibration orders is
hen extracted with a 7 pixel (2.6 arcsec) spatial average centered
n each order. The wavelength dispersion solution for the set of
rders is determined with HIRES ‘makee’ data reduction package,
ith typical 6th-order ﬁtted solution residuals of 1.5 m ˚A. Spectral
ine tilt is measured with select ThAr lines near the target lines,
nd applied to the sky-subtracted emission spectra at the point of
mission line extraction and ﬁtting. 
The complete set of 23 orders in the calibrated blue CCD tar-
et images are then re-extracted along the order traces, and the
ilt of the spectral orders is rectiﬁed by resampling the data while
pplying the appropriate spatial shift for each wavelength col-
mn; this resampling preserves the spatial proﬁle of radiant in-
ensity vs. wavelength. Finally, a section of the order centered on
he target species wavelength is stacked into a set of 12 spectral
races corresponding to discrete spatial positions on the slit, with
ach traced spectrum spatially averaged according to the measured
eeing, in these cases over 18 pixels or 2.2 arcsec. An echelle sky
ackground spectrum is made by extraction and spatial averaging
f slit-centered, 2.5 arcsec-wide sub arrays from each order. The
ignal-to-noise ratio of the background spectrum is a minimum
f 100/1, for a photometric precision of 1% in construction of the
ackground model. 
Each HIRES spectroscopic exposure taken of Mercury’s atmo-
phere is unique and must be handled separately in background
ubtraction, because the overall background spectrum changes
apidly in twilight, and the high image quality samples the at-
osphere at a spatial resolution much less than the width of the
lanetary disk. The terrestrial twilight sky background combines
ith scattered light from the sunlit part of Mercury’s disk, creating
 composite background that varies in time and position relative
o the planet. The background spectrum is modeled by combining
wilight and reﬂected components, both formulated from sky spec-
ra taken each night in civil twilight. One component is the pure
wilight spectrum, and the 2nd component is the twilight spec-
rum shifted in wavelength according to the known line-of-sight
LOS) Doppler shift of reﬂected light from the Mercury disk. The
ackground model is derived by statistically minimizing the devi-
tion of the total background continuum from the target spectrum
y varying the relative fractions of the 2 components, coupled with
 correlated ﬁeld-dependent line shift due to imaged slit rotation
elative to the CCD columns. To reduce noise, prior to background
tting and subtraction both the object and background spectral
races are smoothed in the wavelength axis with a low-pass boxcar
veraging ﬁlter of width 5 or 7 pixels less than the emission line
idth. 
Composite exospheric and background spectra for the 2008 and
013 Al observations, centered at Doppler-shifted AlI 3961.52 A˚,
re shown for speciﬁc slit locations in Fig. 2 a and b. Following
ackground subtraction, the emissive ﬂux is derived by ﬁtting the
esulting Al source spectrum with the sum of a Gaussian func-
ion and ﬁrst-order polynomial over a line-centered bandpass of at
east 2 times the equivalent width of the atomic solar absorptionPlease cite this article as: T.A. Bida, R.M. Killen, Observations of the 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 ine (for AlI-3961, the equivalent width is 0.62 A˚). The background-
ubtracted spectra for the full-length 7 arcsec slit exospheric sam-
lings are shown in Fig. 3 a and b. We gauge the signiﬁcance of
n emission line feature with a combination of three metrics. The
rst is the background-limited signal-to-noise ratio (SNR b ), the stan-
ard ratio of the measured line ﬂux, calculated within ±2- σ rela-
ive to the Gaussian line-ﬁt center, to the total Poisson noise con-
ained in the reduced spectrum. Next, the sky-subtracted signal-
o-noise ratio (SNR s ) is calculated as the ratio of the line ﬂux ob-
ained from the Gaussian line ﬁt to the root sum of the ﬂux and
he variance in the Gaussian line-ﬁtting bandpass remaining af-
er sky subtraction. The sky-subtracted variance is calculated out-
ide ±2.5- σ from the line-ﬁt center, relative to the mean with no
ata point rejections. And third, the peak magnitude is the ratio of
he measured emission line maximum value to the standard devia-
ion of the sky-subtracted background. We present Al emission line
easurements with values of background-limited SNR b > 3, and
ky subtracted SNR s > 8. The peak magnitude nominally represents
he normally-distributed statistical signiﬁcance of the measured
ignal in an emission line, and is commonly used in planetaryminor species Al and Fe in Mercury’s exosphere, Icarus (2016), 
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Fig. 3. (a) Series of 14 May 2008, image hires0027 sky-subtracted spectra centered at Doppler-shifted AlI at 3961.05 A˚ at 215 km steps along the slit position shown in 
Fig. 1 a. The angular positions of the spectral traces relative to slit center are annotated on the right hand side of the ﬁgure, and the observation number (hires0027#) 
is identiﬁed at the top of the graph. The spectra were spatially averaged over 2.2 arcsec, or 1300 km, and smoothed in wavelength over 7 pixels or 120 m ˚A prior to sky 
subtraction. The emission lines of Al are ﬁt with Gaussian line proﬁles over a 1.9 A˚ window (3 times the line absorption equivalent width of 0.62 A˚). The sky-subtracted 
spectra from −0.9 to 0.54 arcsec on the slit ( Fig. 1 (a) yield emission line measurements with SNR b from 3.0 to 4.1 (peaking at 4.1 at −0.9 arcsec), SNR s from 9.2 to 11.5, and 
peak magnitudes from 3.3 to 4.0 (see S2.1 text for deﬁnitions of SNR and peak magnitude. (b) Series of 8 June 2013, image hires0039 sky-subtracted spectra centered at 
Doppler-shifted AlI at 3961.1 A˚ at 235 km steps along the slit position shown in Fig. 1 b. These spectra were spatially averaged over 2.2 arcsec, or 1430 km, and smoothed in 
wavelength over 5 pixels or 85 m ˚A prior to sky subtraction. The sky-subtracted spectra at slit positions −1.98, −1.62, and −1.26 arcsec in Fig. 1 b yield SNR b of 3.1, 2.8, and 
3.1, SNR s of 8.0, 8.3, and 8.9, and peak magnitudes of 3.1, 2.6, and 2.6, respectively.. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.) 
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H  astronomy, with values > ∼ 3 indicating a positive result for these
background-limited observations. 
Based on these criteria, the measured background limited and
sky-subtracted SNR’s of the observed Al emission line features
shown in slit position −0.18 arcsec of Fig. 3 a (hires0027, 14 May
2008) are 3.8 and 10.5, with a peak magnitude of 4.0. For this ob-
servation, SNR b peaks at a value of 4.1 at slit position −0.90 arcsec,
just inside the penumbral shadow from Mercury. For slit position
−1.98 arcsec of Fig. 3 b (hires0039, 8 June 2013), SNR b and SNR s 
are and 3.1 and 8.0, with a peak magnitude of 3.1. The correspond-
ing equivalent column emission intensities for these two observa-
tions are 20.8 ±6.8, and 23.7 ±8.8 R (1 R = 10 6 photons cm −2 s −1 ).
These intensities are calculated by converting the CCD counts in
ADU’s to e- (with gain 1.9 e- DN -1 ), and calibrating the resulting
counts for measured telescope plus spectrograph eﬃciency, and at-
mospheric extinction and vignetting by the telescope shutter, both
calculated for the midpoint of each exposure. The uncertainties in
radiant intensity are calculated from the compounded internal andPlease cite this article as: T.A. Bida, R.M. Killen, Observations of the 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 ignal noise reﬂected in the Poisson variance of the background
lus emission line counts, coupled with fractional errors resulting
rom the Gaussian ﬁts to the emission line proﬁles and the co-
ariance between the ﬁtted sky model and processed spectra for
ach emission line trace. The measured line widths are 171 and
8 m ˚A, implying Doppler line widths of 164 and 63 m ˚A, corre-
ponding to equivalent temperatures of 19,800 and 3300 K, respec-
ively. The line-of-sight (LOS) velocities for these two select mea-
urements are determined by the ﬁtted line center positions, at
.03 ±0.5 km s −1 and 0.9 ±0.3 km s −1 , respectively. The Al LOS ve-
ocity on 14 May 2008 shows a signiﬁcant variation, decreasing in
agnitude from approximately −2.9 km s −1 at the N end of the slit
at −1.62 arcsec) near the limb, through 0 km s −1 at + 0.18 arcsec
ust beyond the penumbral shadow, to about 0.5 km s −1 at 1500 km
ltitude. 
The tangent column number density, N tan , is obtained from the
olumn emission intensity, 4 π I, as N tan = 4 π I/g ( Chamberlain and
unten, 1987 , Eq. (6.2.3)). The g-value is the number of photonsminor species Al and Fe in Mercury’s exosphere, Icarus (2016), 
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Table 2 
Emission line atomic parameters. 
Emission Wavelength ( ˚A) J i –J k A k i (10 
8 s −1 ) f (J i k ) (Hz −1 ) p (J i ) w (J k i ) g (2008/2013) (photons atom −1 s −1 ) 
AlI 3961.520 3/2–1/2 0 .985 0 .116 0 .492 0 .665 0 .671/0.589 
AlI 3944.006 1/2–1/2 0 .499 0 .116 0 .508 0 .335 0 .336/0.296 
FeI 3719.935 4–5 0 .162 0 .041 0 .323 0 .98 0 .052 
FeI 3859.911 4–4 0 .097 0 .022 0 .323 0 .775 0 .036 
Fig. 4. The derived Al tangent column densities (black symbols and lines) vs. radius for the 2008 and 2013 data sets, plotted with Chamberlain least-squares atmospheric ﬁts 
(circles with colored lines) for 2 separate models. Error bars represent uncertainties in the line emission measurements and spatial position in the exosphere. The vertical 
black line represents the approximate radial location of the Mercury shadow line on 14 May 2008. The shadow line for 8 June 2013 would fall at 3800 km radius, and is not 
shown to preserve clarity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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j  cattered atom −1 s −1 at Mercury orbit, given by 
 = (πF / r M 2 )(πe 2 / mc) f ( λ2 / c) p J w J . (1) 
Here, the solar ﬂux at Earth orbit is πF (photons cm -2 s -1 
˚
 
−1 ) ( Kurucz et al. , 1984 ), scaled to Mercury orbit r M and interpo-
ated at the Doppler-shifted exospheric wavelength; f is the emis-
ion line transition oscillator strength (Hz −1 ); p J is the partition
unction for the ground state population; and w J is the albedo for
ingle photon scattering. The AlI 3961.52 A˚ line is emitted in a dou-
let ground-state transition with AlI 3944.01 A˚ from the 3p level to
plit 3 s ground states, which must be accounted for in the parti-
ion function and albedo, presented here for this AlI doublet for
he ﬁrst time. The atomic parameters for Al and Fe lines of inter-
st for this study are shown in Table 2: the wavelength ( ˚A), the
ngular momentum quantum numbers J i and J k for the upper and
ower states, the Einstein transition probabilities A ki , the atomic os-
illator strengths f(J ik ), the partition probability functions p(J i ) and
lbedos w(J ki ), and resulting g-values (photons atom 
−1 s −1 ). Based
n signiﬁcant broadening of the Al emission lines, indicating a high
pecies temperature, we partition the ground state doublet levels
t T = 50 0 0 K according to the Boltzmann distribution function. The
lbedo w J accounts for losses from the scattered emission line up-
er state due to ﬂuorescence to the second ground state. 
The resulting g-values for AlI 3961.52 A˚ on 14 May 2008 and
 June 2013 are 0.671 and 0.589, yielding tangent column den-
ities of 3.1 ±1.0 × 10 7 cm −2 at 3610 km radius (1185 km altitude),
nd 4.0 ±1.5 × 10 7 cm −2 at 4525 km radius (2100 km altitude), re-
pectively. The derived Al tangent column densities for spectra
ires0027 over slit positions −1.26 to + 0.54 arcsec, and hires0039
lit positions −1.98 to −1.26 arcsec, are plotted in Fig. 4 . The sig-Please cite this article as: T.A. Bida, R.M. Killen, Observations of the 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 iﬁcant 14 May 2008 Al densities are observed at a slightly re-
uced radiant intensity inside the Mercury penumbral shadow line,
hen peaking near the shadow boundary, and smoothly decreasing
ver approximately 600 km altitude in full solar illumination. The 8
une 2013 densities also smoothly decrease with radius from Mer-
ury’s surface, at greater magnitude and larger altitude than seen
n May 2008. We will present model exospheres for this data set in
ection 3.1 . 
These echelle spectra also include coverage of the ground state
ransition AlI 3944.01 A˚ (J i = 1/2), which forms a doublet with AlI
961.52 A˚ (J i = 3/2) ( Table 2 ). The calculated g-values for scatter-
ng and ﬂuorescence of this secondary transition on 14 May 2008
nd 8 June 2013 are 0.336 and 0.296, ½ of that for AlI-3961, which
ould nominally result in AlI-3944 emissive intensity ½ that of
he stronger line. Based on full extractions and analyses of the
lI-3944 spectral regions in these same exposures, the projected
missive intensity is 12.3 R and 16.3 R for these two observations,
ith background-limited SNR b of 2.0 and 1.7 and peak magnitudes
f 2.0 and 1.6, respectively; both of these projected signals are
lose to the limit of detectability. We ﬁnd that these extractions
ield no signiﬁcant secondary emission features over the same
patial regions as observed for the principal line (AlI 3961.52 A˚).
owever, in order to reach SNR b > 3, the column density would
eed to be 5.6 and 9.8 × 10 7 cm −2 for these observations, 1.8 and
.5 times higher than that observed in AlI-3961. Of interest for the
4 May 2008 observation, there is evidence of AlI-3944 emission
ith SNR b ∼2 and peak magnitude ∼2.9 offset about 1.8 arcsec to
he south of the AlI-3961 emission. 
In addition to the statistically signiﬁcant detected Al emissions
ust described, we have also observed at least two signiﬁcant Alminor species Al and Fe in Mercury’s exosphere, Icarus (2016), 
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Table 3 
AlI 3961.52 observational parameters and threshold upper limits. 
UT Date 15 May 2008 7 June 2013 
Filename; exposure time (s) hires1032; 600 hires0 036; 90 0 
Line g-value (photons atom −1 s −1 ) 0 .645 0 .61 
Distance (Mercury radii) 1 .4 1 .2 
Peak magnitude 2 .9 3 .3 
SNR b 2 .5 4 .5 
Line width (m ˚A) 110 110 
4 π I (Rayleigh) 10 35 
N tan (observed, cm 
−2 ) 1.55e + 07 5.7e + 07 
Table 4 
Observational parameters for Fe. 
Date 3 May 2009 
Wavelength 3719.935 A˚ 
Exposure time 900 s 
Heliocentric distance R orb 0.401 AU 
Heliocentric radial velocity 9.35 km s −1 
Shifted line wavelength 3719.545 A˚ 
Line g-value 0.052 photons atom −1 s −1 
K1 + HIRES eﬃciency 0 .035 
Sun-target-observer angle 128 .0 °
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Slit position for Fe for the 3 May 2009 HIRES Al spectrum described 
in the text; the rectangle indicates the dispersed slit location at 3719 A˚, with slit 
locations labeled in arcsec from center. Mercury’s elevation angle was 8.7 °. (b) Cal- 
ibrated HIRES spectrum obtained at slit position + 0.90 arcsec, 3390 km from planet 
center. Similar to the Al spectral extractions ( Fig. 2 ), the lower line is the sky- 
subtracted result, offset for clarity, with the expected Doppler-shifted center of FeI 
at 3719.54 A˚ indicated by the vertical blue line (Fe-1(M)). The twilight terrestrial Fe 
emission during this 600 s observation is signiﬁcant, shown by the prominent pink- 
marked line at 3719.94 A˚ (Fe-1(E)). (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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s  threshold emission events over the course of several observing
runs undertaken from 2005–2013, speciﬁcally on 15 May 2008 and
7 June 2013, with the details listed in Table 3 . The SNR b for select
spectral traces are 2.5 and 4.5, with peak magnitudes of 2.9 and
3.3. Of special interest, the emission line features again originate
in exospheric regions that cross Mercury’s penumbral shadow. At
most, one long, deep exposure is possible on any given evening
of Mercury observations, which occur at very high airmass, requir-
ing good seeing and transparency, and ﬂawless telescope and in-
strument performance. During 6 observing runs from 2005–2103
with similar observational criteria to the principal Al detections
described above, single deep exposures were taken on 11 evenings
under good conditions with good transparency and minimal tele-
scope faults. Including the two evenings with threshold upper lim-
its, approximately 36% of the deep Al observations have yielded
a positive detection result. These threshold AlI-3961 upper lim-
its were observed on nights in sequence with the 2008 and 2013
emission measurements described above, indicating possible or-
bital or temporal localization of the source process(es). 
2.2. Observations and analysis of iron 
We also present observational evidence for Fe in Mercury’s
exosphere, based on signiﬁcant emission line features of FeI at
3719.94 A˚ The observations were again made using HIRES in its
red cross-disperser conﬁguration, on 3 May 2009 UT ( Table 4 ), in
an identical setup to the May 2008 observations. The slit posi-
tion relative to Mercury is shown in Fig. 5 a, where the slit was
positioned to traverse the anti-solar limb near the south pole.
Mercury was at a Sun-target-observer angle of 128 °, providing a
line of sight oriented towards planetary dawn, with low scattered
light near the south pole. The spatial scale for this observation
was 512 km arcsec −1 , sampled at 184 km pixel −1 . The spectrum and
background model for slit position + 0.90 arcsec, at 3390 km radius
and centered at Doppler-shifted FeI 3719.54 A˚, is shown in Fig. 5 b;
the background model is composed of 0.40 twilight sky fraction,
and 0.60 Mercury reﬂectance. The sky-subtracted spectra for the
full slit sampling is shown in Fig. 6 , where line emission features
of SNR b of 3.0 to 3.9, SNR s of 6.9 to 8.4, and peak magnitude 2.6
to 3.3 are measured over slit positions + 0.54 to 1.26 arcsec. 
The emission intensity at position + 0.9 arcsec is 49 ±18 R, and
the g-value for FeI 3719.94 A˚ is 0.052 ( Eq (1) and Table 2 ), yield-Please cite this article as: T.A. Bida, R.M. Killen, Observations of the 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 ng an Fe tangent column of 9.4 ±3.4 × 10 8 cm −2 at an altitude of
65 km (1.4 R M , 3390 km). The derived tangent column densities
or slit positions + 0.18 to 1.26 arcsec are shown in Fig. 7 , where
ll the tangent column samples are in full solar illumination; we
iscuss the model exospheres in Section 3.2 . 
The 3 May 2009 echelle spectrum includes coverage of a num-
er of strong ground-state Fe transitions, 3 of the strongest of
hich shown in Table 5 . Based on low average Doppler broadening
f the FeI-3719 emission line features of 29 m ˚A, we partition the
 ground state populations at T °= 1600 K, and calculate g-values
or excitation which include multiplet ﬂuorescence for the tran-
itions. The Poisson noise level in each line’s reduction bandpass
as determined, and SNR b °> 3 upper limits for the tangent column
ere determined, shown in Table 5 . These tangent column upper
imits indicate that both FeI-3737 and FeI-3859 have observed up-
er limits of similar magnitude to the detected columns measured
or FeI-3719. We observed one narrow spatial region located near
he antisolar limb with FeI-3859 emission at SNR b °> 3, not co-
ncident along the slit with the FeI-3719 emission. However, be-
ause of refraction in the high airmass observation, the dispersed
lit location for FeI-3859 is 0.82 arcsec (420 km) offset antisun-minor species Al and Fe in Mercury’s exosphere, Icarus (2016), 
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Fig. 6. Series of sky-subtracted spectra centered at Doppler-shifted FeI 3719.54 A˚ at 184 km steps along the slit position shown in Fig. 5 a. The emission lines of Fe in traces 
8–10 (at slit positions 0.54, and 0.9, and 1.26 arcsec in Fig. 5 (a) are ﬁt with Gaussian line proﬁles, yielding SNR b of 3.0, 3.2, and 3.9, SNR s of 7.0, 7.0, and 8.4, and peak 
magnitudes of 2.6, 2.9, and 3.3, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
Table 5 
Secondary Fe emission lines. 
Emission Wavelength ( ˚A) f (J i k ) (Hz 
−1 ) p (J i ) w (J k i ) G (photons atom −1 s −1 ) SNR b > 3 tangent column (cm −2 ) 
Fe 3737.131 0 .038 0 .222 0 .911 0 .039 1.4e + 09 
Fe 3745.561 0 .034 0 .173 0 .782 0 .028 1.9e + 09 
Fe 3859.911 0 .022 0 .323 0 .775 0 .036 8.0e + 08 
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3  ard from FeI-3719 emission, indicating possible localization for
he Fe corona measured in FeI-3719. FeI-3719 emission has been
bserved in 1 out of 11 of the deep Keck/HIRES exposures from
005–2013. 
.3. Observations and analysis of upper limits for Ca + 
We also report here low upper limits of Ca + obtained in concert
ith the Al and Fe observations described above. The spectra an-
lyzed were acquired on 15 May 2008 and 3 May 2009, the latterPlease cite this article as: T.A. Bida, R.M. Killen, Observations of the 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 xtracted at 3933.66 A˚ from the same echelle spectrum containing
he FeI-3719 emission. The parameters for the Ca + observations are
isted in Table 6 , and the sky-subtracted spectra for the two obser-
ations are shown in Fig. 8 . The slit position for the low-altitude
5 May 2008, spectrum was offset approximately 1.3 arcsec from
he anti-solar limb, extending through northern exospheric lati-
udes and N of the pole from 1.4–1.9 Mercury radii. A second 15
ay 2008 spectrum, centered at 2 R M at the equator in the anti-
unward tail region, is also analyzed here. The slit position for CaII
933.66 A˚ on 3 May 2009 is antisunward from the S pole, offsetminor species Al and Fe in Mercury’s exosphere, Icarus (2016), 
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Fig. 7. The derived Fe tangent column densities ( ) vs. radius with Chamberlain least-squares atmospheric ﬁts (circles with colored lines) for 3 density and temperature 
regimes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
Table 6 
Observational parameters for Ca + + . 
Dates 15 May 2008 3 May 2009 
Wavelength 3933.663 A˚ 3933.663 A˚ 
Heliocentric distance R orb 0.395 AU 0.401 AU 
Heliocentric radial velocity 9.50 km s −1 9.35 km s −1 
Shifted line wavelength 3933.538 A˚ 3933.540 A˚ 
Line g-value 2.35 photons 
atom −1 s −1 
2.27 photons 
atom −1 s −1 
K1 + HIRES eﬃciency 0 .053 0 .053 
Sun-target-observer angle 108 .5 ° 128 .0 °
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. (a) Calibrated HIRES spectrum for CaII 3933.66 A˚ from the 600 s 15 May 
2008 observation, and (b) that from the 900 s 3 May 2009 observation. Similar to 
the Al spectra ( Fig. 2 ), the lower line is the sky-subtracted result, offset for clar- 
ity, with the expected Doppler-shifted center of CaII at 3933.54 A˚ indicated by the 
vertical green lines (CaK(M)). The twilight terrestrial Ca + emissions during both ob- 
servations are signiﬁcant, shown by the prominent blue-marked lines at 3933.66 A˚ 
(CaK(E)). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) E 1.4 arcsec from the Fe 3719 A˚ position shown in Fig. 5 a due to
differential atmospheric dispersion. 
We present 3- σ Ca + upper limits in Table 7 for 3 regions:
centered near where the slit traverses the anti-solar shadow, at
approximate tangent altitudes of 1630 km in the northern hemi-
sphere on 15 May 2008, and 510 km in the southern hemisphere
on 3 May 2009; and at 2400 km altitude in the equatorial tail on
15 May 2008. The upper limits were conservatively calculated as-
suming a line width equivalent to that of neutral Ca measured
simultaneously near the same location; for these locations the
Ca line width was 7.3–7.7 pixels, or 141–148 m ˚A. Table 7 includes
these Ca tangent columns, derived from measured radiances of 970
R at SNR s of 37/1 on 15 May 2008 at low altitude, 1230 R on 3 May
2009, and 610 R on 15 May 2008 in the tail. The 3-sigma Ca + /Ca
tangent column ratios are then 0.070, 0.087, and 1.1 at those loca-
tions, with radiance sensitivities for Ca + of 8.5 R, 14.6 R, and 92
R, respectively. The high Ca + /Ca upper limit ratio in the tail is due
to the shorter exposure (150 s) and higher noise in that Ca + spec-
trum. However, we expect Ca + to be concentrated in plasmoids
traveling down the tail ( DiBraccio et al., 2015; Slavin et al., 2012 ). 
3. Models and analysis 
3.1. Aluminum 
3.1.1. Chamberlain ﬁts 
In modeling the exosphere to ﬁt the 14 May 2008 Al tan-
gent column data, we have utilized 5 samples with SNR °> 3 be-b 
Please cite this article as: T.A. Bida, R.M. Killen, Observations of the minor species Al and Fe in Mercury’s exosphere, Icarus (2016), 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 
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Table 7 
Ca + K-line observations. 
Date Altitude (km) Exposure time 3- σ Ca + N tan (cm −2 ) Ca N tan (cm −2 ) 
15 May 2008 1630 km (1.7 R M ) 600 s 3.90 × 10 6 5.58 × 10 7 
15 May 2008 2400 km (2.0 R M ) 150 s 3.90 × 10 7 3.50 × 10 7 
3 May 2009 510 km (1.2 R M ) 900 s 6.40 × 10 6 7.33 × 10 7 
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b  ween 3285 and 3955 km radius from planet center, from just in-
ide Mercury’s anti-solar shadow into full illumination by sun-
ight. A least-squares ﬁt to the tangent column observations using
he full Chamberlain model ( Chamberlain, 1963; Chamberlain and
unten, 1987 , chapter 7) is shown in Fig. 4 . The high-temperature
xosphere model, at 80 0 0 K, ﬁts 5 data points from just inside
he planetary shadow boundary into full illumination, yielding a
urface number density (n 0 ) of 0.20 °cm 
−3 , with equivalent zenith
olumn of 1.9 × 10 7 cm −2 . The 8 June 2013, tangent column data
re best-ﬁt with an exosphere model with n 0 = 0.60 cm −3 and
 = 6100 K, with a derived zenith column density of 5.1 × 10 7 cm −2 .
oth the 2008 and 2013 measurements were made close to the
awn terminator, and represent relatively consistent samples of an
l exosphere of high temperature and low surface density. The pro-
uction of Al is also apparently highly variable, based on a lack of
easurements of the species over multiple years of observation.
he dawn terminator region is also where Ca has been observed
y the MErcury, Surface, Space, ENvironment, GEOchemistry, and
anging (MESSENGER) Mercury Atmospheric and Surface Composi-
ion Spectrometer (MASCS) to be most highly concentrated ( Burger
t al., 2012, 2014 ). 
.1.2. Impact vapor estimates 
Based on our studies of Ca, where impact vaporization appears
o be the dominant source processes for liberation of that species
rom Mercury’s crust ( Burger et al., 2014; Killen and Hahn, 2015 ),
e examine these processes as potential sources for Al. Ion sput-
ering would occur preferentially over the cusp regions or high
atitudes, when the IMF is favorable for coupling with Mercury’s
agnetic ﬁeld lines. To estimate yields from impact vaporization,
he model of Morgan and Killen (1998) is utilized with Al (a proxy
or meteoroid thermodynamic properties) impacting onto regolith
f porosity 0.44 and density of 1800 kg/m 3 . The Al/Si ratio in Mer-
ury’s regolith varies between 0.11 and 0.36 ( Weider et al., 2015 )
ut its average is about 0.2. Starr et al. (2012) give the Al% by
eight to be between 4.8% and 8.5%. The mass fraction of Si in an
nstatite chondrite partial melt composition is 25.7% ( Starr et al.,
012 ), thus the mean Al fraction by number is about 5% in Mercury
oil. Impact vaporization of Al onto regolith at 0.389 AU yields va-
or ejecta of about 1.5 ×10 −15 g cm −2 s −1 , including the impactor
ontribution. For an Al fraction of 0.05, this would yield an impact
aporization rate of ∼2 × 10 6 Al atoms cm −2 s −1 . The photoioniza-
ion lifetime of Al at Earth orbit is 1.4 × 10 3 s ( Fulle et al., 2007 ),
hus at 0.389 AU it is 212 s. The resulting column of Al would be
.2 × 10 8 atoms cm −2 if Al is lost by photoionization; this is be-
ween 8 and 22 times our estimated zenith columns. However, ac-
ording to Berezhnoy and Klumov (2008) the elements K, Al, Mg,
nd Fe released by impact vaporization should be present in the
as phase mainly as KOH, K, AlO, Mg, MgOH and Fe; the photol-
sis lifetime of AlO is estimated by them to be 20 0 0 s. At 50 0 0 K,
he ballistic ﬂight time of the AlO molecule is 1135 sec, thus only
3% of the AlO would be dissociated, reducing the calculated Al
olumn to 1.8 × 10 8 , Therefore if Al is mainly contained in oxides,
 prediction of total Al column at 10 times the observed atomic Al
ay not be surprising, particularly if the fraction of Al in the re-
olith is less than 5%. The surface abundance of Al varies by over
 factor of 3 over the planetary surface ( Weider et al., 2015 ). Also
f note is that the impactor ﬂux has recently been shown to bePlease cite this article as: T.A. Bida, R.M. Killen, Observations of the 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 ighly concentrated in the ram direction (e.g. Horanyi et al., 2015 ),
onsistent with Al concentration on Mercury’s dawn hemisphere,
hereas we have assumed a uniform ﬂux on the planetary surface.
e have also assumed the same composition for the regolith and
mpactor. Depending on the impact velocity, the ratio of the impact
apor from target to impactor could be as low as 1:1 and as high
s 100:1 for a high velocity cometary impact. The impact vapor-
zation scale height should be about 250–450 km, compared to the
hamberlain model 610 0–80 0 0 K scale height of 515–675 km for
he 2008 and 2013 emission line tangent column densities. An in-
reased scale height would also be consistent with the presence of
l as a dissociation product of comparatively long-lived AlO, simi-
ar to the two-stage production process described for the energetic
ercury Ca exosphere, by Killen, et al., 2005; Killen, 2015 . A high-
emperature Al exosphere is also predicted by Berzhonoy and Klu-
ov (2008) , a consequence of excess energy imparted to the atom
n photolysis of molecular compounds. Table 8 summarizes the re-
ulting model predictions and observational results for Al. 
.1.3. Ion sputtering estimates 
The larger scale height computed with a temperature of 80 0 0 K
s also expected from calculations for ion sputtering ( Wurz and
ammer, 2003 ). Using a solar wind ﬂux of 2.8 × 10 8 cm −2 s −1 , a
ield per ion of 0.1 and an Al fraction of 0.05, we derive a sput-
er yield of 1.4 × 10 6 Al atoms cm −2 s −1 in the cusp regions, which
re less than 10% of the total area of the planet ( Winslow et al.,
014 ). However, according to calculations by Cassidy and John-
on (2005) only about one third of sputtered atoms actually reach
he exosphere. If the lifetime is the ionization lifetime, 212 s, this
ould result in an average Al column of about 1.4 × 10 7 . Although
his is a rough calculation the result is consistent with the obser-
ations. 
.2. Iron 
.2.1. Chamberlain ﬁts 
In Fig. 7 , three Chamberlain exosphere models with surface
umber density of 8 cm −3 and temperatures from 12,0 0 0-130 0 0 K
re superimposed on the tangent column data points vs. altitude.
e ﬁt only the 3 upper altitude points with SNR b > 3. These data
o not ﬁt a Chamberlain exosphere, however, and the temperature
s again poorly constrained due to the limited data set and the high
ltitude at which the observations were taken. The data points
ith the best signal to noise can be ﬁt to a lower-temperature
odel with a surface number density of 8 cm −3 , and a kinetic
emperature of 12,0 0 0 K, with a Fe zenith column abundance of
.55 × 10 9 cm −2 . The fact that Fe increases with altitude is consis-
ent with the probable origin of hot Ca in Mercury’s exosphere as
 dissociation product based on MASCS observations. The neutral
a is suggested to be produced in the exosphere above the surface
y dissociation of molecular species ( Killen, 2016 ). 
.3. Ca + abundance predictions vs. the MASCS ﬂyby results 
The zenith column abundance of neutral Ca is about
.5 × 10 8 cm −2 , with a surface number density of 0.3–2 cm −3 
 Killen et al., 2005; Killen and Hahn, 2015 ). The surface num-
er density at dawn estimated from the MASCS instrument onminor species Al and Fe in Mercury’s exosphere, Icarus (2016), 
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Table 8 
Comparison of observations and models for Al in Mercury’s exosphere. 
Author Study Column abundance (cm −2 ) Scale height (km) 
Bida et al., (2007) Observation 8 × 10 7 –2 × 10 9 (tangent column upper limits) N/A 
Doressoundiram et al., (2009) Observation 7.8 × 10 9 (tangent column upper limit) N/A 
Bida and Killen (this paper) Observation 3.8–5.1 × 10 7 (tangent column emission at 860–2100 km) 1170 
Bida and Killen (this paper) Modeled observations 1.9, 5.1 × 10 7 (zenith column) 515, 675 
Wurz and Lammer (2003) Ion sputter 3 × 10 9 1140 
Bida and Killen (this paper) Impact vaporization 4.2 × 10 8 (all forms of Al) 250 
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W  MESSENGER is from about 2 to 4 cm −3 and falls off from there.
The MASCS-derived value of zenith column abundance at dawn
therefore varies from 1.6 × 10 8 cm −2 to 3.7 × 10 8 cm −2 ( Burger et
al., 2014 ) bracketing the ground-based observation by Killen et al.
(2005) . The photoionization rate for Ca at 0.395 AU was estimated
at 4.48 ×10 −4 s −1 (lifetime = 37 minutes) (Huebner, personal com-
munication (2003)), only about 1.5 times the ballistic time for a
typical Ca atom, meaning that approximately 50% of Ca atoms are
ionized in one ballistic lifetime ( Killen et al., 2005 ). Another esti-
mate of the Ca photoionization lifetime at Earth is 3.5 ×10 −4 s −1 ,
making the lifetime only 446 seconds at 0.395 AU (7.4 minutes)
( Huebner and Mukerjee, 2015 ). The original Huebner estimate was
used by Burger et al. (2014), to come to their conclusion that Ca
is of extreme temperature. Our observed Ca + /Ca upper limit tan-
gent abundance ratio at 510 km is 0.087, and since Ca + is expected
to be highly energetic and subject to magnetospheric convection,
there should be an enhanced low altitude loss rate. Ca + was ob-
served during the third MESSENGER ﬂyby by the MASCS spectrom-
eter in a relatively small region approximately 1–2 R M tailward
of the planet, peaking close to the equatorial plane, with a max-
imum radiance of approximately 100 R ( Vervack et al., 2010 ). Our
Keck/HIRES Ca + 3- σ upper limit at 2 R M in the equatorial tail has
a radiance sensitivity of 92 R, which is comparable to the MASCS-
detected line emission. Number densities in a small region of space
were estimated to be on the order of 1 cm −3 , which is high rela-
tive to the estimated Ca number density of 0.3 cm −3 ( Burger et al.,
2014 ). The position and number density of Ca + in the tail region
is consistent with observation of a plasmoid (e.g. DiBraccio et al.,
2015 ). Radiances reported by MASCS that were closest to the po-
sition of our slit were on the order of 10–20 R, giving a column
abundance of 3.5–7 × 10 6 ions cm −2 , consistent with our low alti-
tude observations. UVVS observations during the last Earth year of
the MESSENGER mission, however, detected two emission lines of
Ca + on several occasions, giving averaged spectrum results in line-
of-sight radiances (in rayleighs) of 82.4 (Ca + 393.48 nm) and 41.2
(Ca + 396.96 nm) ( Vervack et al., 2016 ). Future deep observations of
Ca + in Mercury’s equatorial exospheric tail with Keck/HIRES should
reach the sensitivity limit required for ground-based detection of
the ion. It is clear that Ca + is highly variable in Mercury’s exo-
sphere. 
4. Discussion and conclusions 
We report new evidence of Al and Fe, and strict upper limits
for Ca + in the exosphere of Mercury using the HIRES spectrometer
at the Keck I telescope in May of 2008 and 2009, and June of 2013.
4.1. Al observations and discussion 
We report observed tangent columns of 2.5–5.1 × 10 7 neutral
Al atoms cm −2 at altitudes from 860 to 2100 km. Given an es-
timated temperature for the Al gas of 80 0 0 K, the tangent col-
umn would be 3.5 x 10 7 cm −2 at 860 km and 1.4 x 10 8 cm −2 
at the surface. The observed concentrations for Al in 2008 and
2013 also directly agree with the upper limit results presentedPlease cite this article as: T.A. Bida, R.M. Killen, Observations of the 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 y Bida et al. (2007) , in which tangent upper limits were esti-
ated to be (0.08–2.0) × 10 9 cm −2 for targeting near Mercury’s
orth pole, where the scattered light content, and therefore the
ky-subtracted line noise, in the spectrum is much greater than the
nti-solar limb targeting reported here. Our measured and mod-
led tangent column densities are approximately two orders of
agnitude less than the previously published Al tangent column of
.8 × 10 9 cm −2 ( Doressoundiram et al., 2009 .), based on a measure-
ent of the weaker AlI-3944 A˚ line and a non-detection of the AlI-
961 A˚ line, with g-values that did not properly account for the AlI
oublet spectral structure resulting in calculated tangent columns
hat would have been larger yet. Doressoundiram et al. (2009) did
ot claim a ﬁrm detection of the Al emission line in Mercury’s ex-
sphere, rather, they claimed that the measured intensity derived
rom their observation can be used as an upper limit for this ele-
ent in Mercury’s exosphere. 
Al emission from Mercury’s exosphere is apparently highly vari-
ble from year to year, based on non-detections from deep ex-
osures conducted on multiple evenings over this 9-year period,
herefore suggesting that Al production from the regolith is also
ariable. This is consistent with observations from the MESSENGER
ASCS instrument which detected Al on some occasions and with
any non-detections ( Vervack et al., 2016 ). Our Al measurements
gree with those of MASCS for their detections. Of note is that the
urface abundance of Al varies by over a factor of 3 over the plan-
tary surface ( Weider et al., 2015 ). Our two threshold detections of
l occurred on nights in sequence with the 2008 and 2013 emis-
ion measurements described above, indicating possible temporal
ocalization of the source process(es). 
High Al/Si (0.3) on the surface tracks with low Ca/Si (0.05) and
ow Mg/Si (0.3) ( Weider et al., 2015 ). The high Ca/Si (0.3) tracks
ith intermediate Al/Si ( ∼0.15.) The variation in surface abundance
annot account for the difference between our Al abundance and
hat of Doressoundiram et al. (2009) but it might account for non-
etections. 
.2. Fe observations and discussion 
With the exception of the narrow localized FeI-3859 measure-
ent, no emission features were observed in any of the other 3
ransitions. FeI-3745.5 has an upper limit about 2 times greater
han the FeI-3719 column, consistent with the FeI-3719 observed
ensities. Because of refraction in the high airmass observation,
he dispersed slit location for FeI-3859 is 0.82 arcsec (420 km) off-
et antisunward from FeI-3719 emission, indicating possible local-
zation for the Fe corona measured in FeI-3719. For FeI-3737, the
NR b upper limit column is 1.1 times the maximum FeI-3719 den-
ity. If the quenching temperature for Fe gas is less than 1600 K,
he ground level for that transition would be partitioned with a
maller relative initial population, which would further increase its
pper limit relative to FeI-3719. Also, there is no detected terres-
rial emission in FeI-3737, while both FeI-3719 and FeI-3859 have
igniﬁcant terrestrial emission intensities ( Fig. 5 b); the metal is
eposited in the upper atmosphere from meteoritic vaporization.
hile the quenching gas temperatures and therefore relative pop-minor species Al and Fe in Mercury’s exosphere, Icarus (2016), 
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C  lations of ground state sublevels in the Mercury exosphere and
arth’s upper atmosphere may differ, the lack of FeI-3737 terres-
rial emission may indicate a lack of similar excitation in the Mer-
ury Fe corona at production. 
We report an observed tangent column for neutral Fe atoms of
.4 × 10 8 cm −2 at an altitude of 965 km. A simple model for zenith
olumn abundances of the neutral Fe is 1.55 × 10 9 Fe cm −2 . Based
n simple Chamberlain exosphere models ( Chamberlain, 1963 ), the
emperature of the Al gas is 610 0–80 0 0 K while that of Fe is
2,0 0 0 K, but the temperatures are not well constrained. Based on
 temperature of 12,0 0 0 K, the scale height is 495 km, and 965 km
ould be about 2 scale heights above the surface. The local den-
ity at altitude z with scale height H would be exp(-z/H) = 0.249
imes the surface number density. If the tangent column at alti-
ude 965 km is 
( tan ) = 2 n 0 (0 . 249) 
[ 
π rH 
2 
] 1 / 2 
hen the number density n o at the surface is 11.6 cm 
−3 and the
enith column is 8.1 × 10 8 cm −2 . This is more than two orders of
agnitude less than the upper limit published by Doressoundiram
t al. (2009) of 2 × 10 11 Fe atoms cm −2 . The derived column densi-
ies are very sensitive to temperature through the Fe ground state
artition function. At a 10 0 0 K formation temperature, for example,
he J = 4 (E = 0) Fe ground state would contain 47% of the popula-
ion, which would decrease the column densities by 32%. 
The Fe/Si ratios in Mercury’s regolith are 0.03 < Fe/Si < 0.09.
iven the mass fraction of Si to be about 0.257, the Fe abundance
s < 2wt% ( Weider et al., 2015 ). If we assume the Fe abundance is
% by weight ( Weider et al., 2015 ), then about 4 × 10 5 Fe atoms
ould be vaporized by micrometeoritic impact cm −2 s −1 at peri-
elion, scaling from Cintala (1992) . The ballistic lifetimes for Fe at
0 0 0 and 13,0 0 0 K are 475 and 770 s, respectively ( Hunten et al.,
988 , Eq. (2)). If the iron sticks to the surface on impact, impact
aporization would provide a zenith column abundance of about
 × 10 8 to 3 × 10 8 Fe atoms cm −2 , approximately 13% to 19% of our
bservation-based zenith abundances at 12,0 0 0 K. The ionization
ifetime for Fe at 0.4 AU is 81,600 s ( Fulle et al., 2007 ), so ioniza-
ion is not a signiﬁcant loss mechanism if iron sticks to the sur-
ace on impact. We note that the temperature is not constrained
y the Chamberlain model, but the column abundance as well as
he line width is more consistent with the warmer temperature.
he observations of Al and Fe may be consistent with impact va-
orization with some ejecta in molecular form, similarly to the Ca
bservations (e.g. Killen and Hahn, 2015; Killen, 2015 ). 
The impact vaporization process is predicted to release Fe pri-
arily in atomic form, at relatively low temperatures of 0.2–0.4 eV
20 0 0–50 0 0 K) ( Berezhnoy and Klumov, 2008 ). We appear to ob-
erve some escaping Fe at such low temperatures, with observed
oppler line widths from gas at 300–2670 K, at high altitude in
igniﬁcant densities. The line of sight for our observation traverses
he exosphere anti-sunward of Mercury’s S pole, so a signiﬁcant
ortion of the exosphere observed should have been produced on
he night side of the planet or near the S pole. If a fraction of iron
s ejected in the molecular form of FeO, with an estimated pho-
olysis lifetime of 200 s ( Berezhnoy and Klumov, 2008 ), 90% of the
eO would dissociated in 490 seconds. The fact that the Fe den-
ity does not decrease with altitude, as a Chamberlain exosphere
odel predicts, may indicate that a signiﬁcant fraction of the ob-
erved Fe corona is derived from FeO liberated from unilluminated
egolith by combined impact vaporization and ion sputtering. If
eO is a primary source of the observed columns, the abundance
f Fe in the atomic form in the ﬁreball at quenching should be
ess than inferred from the Berezhnoy and Klumov model. Based
n the densities observed compared to the production mechanism
ields, our observations do not suggest signiﬁcant condensation ofPlease cite this article as: T.A. Bida, R.M. Killen, Observations of the 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.019 e into dust grains during the impact vaporization process, mod-
led by Berzhnoy and Klumov (2008) as a process that can re-
ove non-volatile elements in the gas phase from the exosphere. If
here were signiﬁcant condensation of Fe onto dust, the observed
olumn abundance of Fe would necessarily be much less than ob-
erved. 
Utilizing the same heliospheric parameters as for the Al sput-
ering calculation, Fe production in the cusp regions with a solar
ind ﬂux of 2.8 × 10 8 cm −2 s −1 and a yield per ion of 0.1 would
e 3.3 × 10 5 atoms cm −2 s −1 , with a net zenith column of 1.6 × 10 8 
nd 2.6 × 10 8 cm −2 , about 16% of the deduced observational zenith
olumn. However the cusp regions only comprise about 10% of the
urface ( Winslow et al., 2014 ) and thus cannot supply the exo-
phere. 
The maximum production rate of calcium in Mercury’s exo-
phere was shown to be coincident with the intersection of Mer-
ury’s orbit and the dust stream from comet 2P/Encke near Mer-
ury true anomaly angle 20 ° ( Killen and Hahn, 2015; Christou et
l., 2015 ). If iron is released either from the surface or from the
ometary dust, then one would expect the peak in Fe release to be
ear TAA 20 °. During our observation of Fe on 3 May 2009, Mer-
ury’s true anomaly was about 110 °, where the calcium source rate
s about half its peak rate (e.g. Burger et al., 2014 ). There was no
eﬁnitive detection of iron in Mercury’s exosphere by the MASCS
V spectrometer onboard the MESSENGER spacecraft. Observations
t more true anomaly angles would help to elucidate the source of
his element. 
.3. Ca + observations and discussion 
The measured 3- σ Ca + column upper-limit was
.9 × 10 6 ions cm −2 at an altitude of 1630 km. This value is
omparable to that reported by the MASCS spectrometer onboard
he MESSENGER spacecraft ( Vervack et al., 2010 ). The 3-sigma
a + /Ca tangent column ratios are then 0.070, 0.087, and 1.1 mea-
ured on 5/15/08, 5/3/09, and 5/15/08, respectively, with radiance
ensitivities for Ca + of 8.5 R, 14.6 R, and 92 R, respectively. The
igh Ca + /Ca upper limit ratio in the tail on 5/15/08 is due to the
horter exposure (150 s) and higher noise in that Ca + spectrum
see Table 6 ). 
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